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They are plainly of double or of many meanings—like
the unconscious itself.
I have already explained to you that although the uncon-
scious is a receptacle for all that is forgotten, past, and
repressed, it is also that sphere in which all subliminal pro-
cesses take place. For example, the unconscious contains
the sense perceptions that are too weak to reach conscious-
ness, and at the same time it is the matrix out of which all
the psychic future grows. Thus, just as we know that man
can repress a disquieting wish and can thereby force its
energy to mix in with other functions, so we also know that
he can remain unconscious of a new idea, one normally remote
from his habit of mind, and that consequently its energy flows
into other functions in a disturbing way. I have often spen
cases where abnormal sexual phantasies disappeared suddenly
and completely in the moment when the mind became aware
of a new thought or psychic content. I have seen too a
migraine suddenly disappear when an unconscious poem
became conscious. Just as sexuality can express itself
inappropriately in phantasies, so creative phantasy can be
inappropriately expressed in sexuality. Voltaire once said of
etymology, ' En etymologie riimporte quoi peut designer
n'importe quoi,' we must say the same of the unconscious. In
any case we can never know in advance what is what.
In relation to the unconscious we have merely the gift of
after-knowledge; it is impossible to know a priori anything
about the conditions within the unconscious. Every con-
clusion in this respect is avowedly an ' as if'.
Thus the unconscious seems to us a great X concerning
which the only thing indisputably known is that important
effects proceed from it. A glance at the historical religions
of the world shows us how important these effects are in
history. A glance at the suffering of modern man shows us
the same—we merely express ourselves somewhat differently.
Five hundred years ago men said, ' she is possessed of the
devil1; now,/she has a hysteria.' Formerly a sufferer

